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Abstract

Based on a study of intersecting French archives (those of the Val de Grâce Hospital, the Service Historique de la Défense and the Archives Diplomatiques), and with the support of numerous printed sources, this article focuses on the handling of the bodies of French soldiers who died of cholera during the Crimean War (1854–56). As a continuation of studies done by historians Luc Capdevila and Danièle Voldman, the aim here is to consider how the diseased corpses of these soldiers reveal both the causes and circumstances of their deaths. Beyond the epidemiological context, these dead bodies shed light on the sanitary conditions and suffering resulting from years of military campaigns. To conclude, the article analyses the material traces left by these dead and the way that the Second Empire used them politically, giving the remains of leaders who died on the front lines of the cholera epidemic a triumphant return to the country and a state funeral.
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Introduction

‘The Crimean War represented one of the great medical disasters of all time.’1 Anticipating Richard A. Gabriel’s harsh observation by a few decades, Friedrich Prinzing, whose work is based on publications by Gaspard Scrive and Jean-Charles Chenu – two of the main French military doctors in the field – explained in 1916 the degree to which cholera alone had decimated the soldiers of the French expeditionary force: ‘The total number of [cholera] deaths in the French army during the entire campaign was 12,467.’2 For Jean-Claude Chesnais, epidemics had a major impact on soldier mortality in the Crimean War, since ‘disease was apparently four times more deadly than the enemy’s weapons.’3 Profoundly affected by epidemics that overlapped in time and space (cholera, typhus), this military campaign clearly reveals ‘the difficulties in inserting a large force into a distant operation’ in the midst of degraded sanitary conditions.4 In a recent article Anne Rasmussen, basing her analysis on the writings of Alphonse Lavéran (the discoverer of protozoa and a pioneer in tropical medicine) and nineteenth-century French hygienists, points out how
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vulnerable French armies were to epidemics. Obviously, this risk increased during wartime, when wounds, fatigue and deprivation weakened bodies. It is not surprising, then, to find that among soldiers there was excess morbidity and excess mortality caused by exposure to epidemic diseases. What interests us here is first ‘the fate of those killed in war, through what happens to their remains’. The aim of this article is to examine the precise conditions in which French soldiers died and were buried in the midst of a mortality crisis that brought together the combined risks of war and epidemics (cholera) during the Crimean War (1854–56). This study looks at the situation prior to the ‘break occurring in funeral practices in the West around the time of the First World War’ that has been identified by Luc Capdevila and Danièle Voldman. The dead and their corpses are the focus of this article. Even though these soldiers fell fighting far from their homes and motherland, and died, in a sense, from combat, this combat took place outside of the traditional battlefield. It was against an unusual enemy, an invisible microbe unknown at the time: cholera. The cases of these soldiers, killed in war but not directly in combat, are part of a long line of military losses caused by exposure to an epidemic: war and epidemic disease are an age-old couple. Furthermore, ‘until 1870, less than 20 per cent of military deaths occurred on the battlefield’. This was, for example, the case for the soldiers of the Great Army that died of typhus in Vilnius after their return from Napoleon's Russian campaign. Archaeological findings have thus ‘revealed the demographic crisis context and the urgency [for proceeding] to quick burials’. As for their friends who fell on the field of honour, their heroic deaths in the face of an invisible enemy following an intense struggle in an ambulance tent, within the walls of a military hospital or on the deck of a warship were all a part of the French military undertaking in the Crimean War. Their memory is kept alive today in the naming of Parisian streets, bridges and metro stations after these men and the battle victories of the was. The history of these French men who died of cholera must be thought of as being a key part of a long-term process that involves ‘a particular way of dealing with the war dead and of creating a collective memory [that] has developed over a century and a half in Europe and on the continent of America’. The focus on the Crimean War is due especially to the size of the expeditionary force, deployed far from its bases in a heightened epidemic context, which itself led to a large-scale medical disaster, even though this war is traditionally presented as the first industrial conflict. My study is limited to the period of the conflict itself, from 1854 to 1856.

The French dead on the front lines of cholera during the Crimean War

‘My life leaks out at each breath’: the appalling agony of cholera victims on the Eastern front

In the nineteenth century, war continued to offer soldiers only suffering and death. Cholera attacked them quickly. When it did, ‘death normally arrived in eight to ten hours; more extreme cases leading to a fatal result in three or four hours were not uncommon’. The surgeon-major of the Mégère clearly established cholera’s ability to appear without any warning signs and to include significant kinetics. During the
second expedition on the Sea of Azov (spring 1855) while the Mégère was towing the Pomone long-boat and while all health conditions seemed [to be fine], all of a sudden three men from the Pomone were afflicted by a rapid onset of cholera. Sailors Mélo, Méjean and Lepichon, ‘all three full of vigour’, succumbed in seven hours. On board the Iéna between 5 August and 23 September 1855 the epidemic followed a similar pattern. Of the forty-one cases, sixteen were fatal, and the nine patients who had a ‘rapid onset of cholera’ all died. On land, the results were just as deadly.

In addition to the speed with which cholera killed its victims, it was also a mass murderer. In August 1854, for example, the beaches of Varna became the theatre for a horror scene, directly attributable to cholera. On 8 August 1854 almost 3,200 sick men disembarked at Varna on their way to Constanța and Mangalia in Romania. Scrive provides a vivid description of the degraded condition of the cholera victims. This horrific scene was also replayed on board French ships. Bernard Brousolle quotes the ‘hallucinatory description’, written by the surgeon on the Lavoisier, of the mass of cholera victims on the deck of his ship. In the end, from 3 to 31 July 1854, 2,123 cholera victims were cared for in Varna, and 1,413 of them died there; close to 70 per cent of the 7,156 soldiers participating in the Dobruja expedition died from the disease. According to Chenu again, while ‘cholera dominated the situation’ in the French hospitals in Constantinople in August 1854 (3,043 admitted out of 5,418 total), it led to ‘unavoidable chaos’ and was responsible for a large portion of the 3,015 deaths recorded in that month alone.

**Medical observations of the blue death mask: post-mortem examinations and autopsies**

In the emanations of death left behind by cholera, the role of navy and army doctors did not just involve curative and palliative care, or simply counting the dead. In addition to supporting life until its final moments, these doctors participated more broadly in the medicalisation of death. Without any cynicism, it can be noted that the naval and military fronts of cholera provided an abundance of bodies for medicine: ‘The medicalisation of death is part of a strategy of medical conquest, a field of expertise to be proud of.’ Faced with the corpses of cholera victims, the researcher-physician took over from the caregiver-physician: ‘The research work done by doctors on campaigns also involved understanding the disease [. . .] autopsy work [then] became particularly important.’ In other words, ‘the autopsy (or necropsy or necropsy) made it possible to verify post-mortem whether or not a diagnosis was valid, and thus to advance knowledge.’ Before doctors proceeded to open up the flesh of cholera victims, they were puzzled by certain observations. Doctor Lebozec – a navy physician serving in Crimea – cannot explain why, for example, ‘three-quarters of an hour or an hour after death, the periphery of the body seemed warm again’ before this warmth dissipated ‘very slowly’. Similarly, he reports on the post-mortem observation of ‘muscle movements that a few authors have mentioned (adducting and flexing movements of the forearms, fibrillar contractions of the face and the anterior part of the thorax). Autopsies were essential examinations for understanding how to treat cholera ante or post mortem, shaping the opinion
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of the doctor who performed them and strengthening his knowledge and medical considerations. They were common practice in military and naval contexts, and benefited from an effort to codify how to perform them: ‘This standardisation policy [for autopsies at Rochefort] is based on logistics that seem very precise: cut, observe, diagnose, classify, catalogue.’ It is therefore not surprising to note that, during campaigns, military healthcare officers implemented the principles and techniques learned in military medical schools.

Whether or not they were able to conduct a post-mortem examination, afterwards, doctors delivered the cholera-infected bodies of French soldiers to the military authorities and their comrades for burial.

Handling of the corpses of cholera victims and burial methods

What was to be done with the corpses of cholera victims?
The handling of remains on the front lines of the cholera epidemic involved a combination of regulatory, sanitary and logistical constraints. In military contexts, there is always ‘a compromise between the attention given to the deceased and the material constraints that require quick action.’

Dying at sea led, for example, to consequences soberly summarised by Psalm 77:19: ‘Thy way is in the sea, and thy path in the great waters, and thy footsteps are not known.’ Jacques Léonard recalls the standard practice in effect on government ships: ‘When someone died on board, the surgeon-major informed the commander and determined when to bury the body at sea; in the event of a pestilent fever, the effects of the deceased were also thrown overboard.’ Burial at sea was most often due to the fact that the body could not be kept without endangering the health of the crew and passengers. During periods of increased mortality risk due to the invasion of cholera, as was the case when Imperial Navy ships were repatriating French cholera patients from Dobruja to Varna in early August 1854, it is not surprising that the bodies were thrown into the sea as quickly as possible: ‘The Calypso threw eighty corpses into the sea, the Primauget fifty, and the others as well in proportion to the number of their passengers, which was 340 for the Pluton, 300 for the Lavoisier, 450 for the Bertholet with the Fortuna in tow.’

Alain Cabantous has noted the degree to which burying the remains in the depths of the sea can represent ‘a rift for the living still attached to the memory of their loved ones who are then deprived of a grave, that is, an identified place to contemplate and establish the memory of those who died.’ In the event that the death took place at sea, but not too far from a port of call or landing, the remains of cholera victims might avoid burial at sea. In one particular case the administrative procedure implemented corresponded to the framework of the order of 31 October 1827, which stated that ‘as soon as a sick person died, the surgeon-major will provide an opinion to the second officer and the officer of the watch and to the administrative clerk, and inform them of when the deceased is to be buried.’ Accompanying the deceased until the end of their journey, doctors needed to be ‘present at the burial of the dead.’ This was the reason why, at the end of June 1854, the Alexandre, on its way to the Eastern front, had to make a stop in Messina ‘to unload its cholera victims.’
The soldier Alexandre Aberne, ‘24 years of age’, died in the lazaretto, where he was buried.41

What places were used for burial? Were funerals held urgently in situations of mass death?

When deaths from cholera peaked, the speed of burials increased. In the Mediterranean region, French cemeteries or plots in local cemeteries present a funerary geography of the Crimean War. This network of burial places can be superimposed onto the logistical line that extended from French Mediterranean ports to coasts on the Crimean peninsula. Not surprisingly, it was organised according to the main areas of intervention on the coast of the Black Sea and rear logistical hubs, which also played a role in funerals. They dotted the length of the ‘pathological line’, from the ports of Constantinople, the Bosporus and the Dardanelles to the ports of Corsica and the coasts of southern France (Marseilles, Toulon, Saint Mandrier, Porquerolles, Sainte Marguerite, Port Vendres . . .), along with the ports of Piraeus, Malta, Smyrna, Chania and Messina.12

During periods of mass deaths, the corpses of cholera victims were handled using emergency strategies. In close proximity to the front lines, the dead were buried in hastily built cemeteries on the edges of the camps. Sometimes, more summarily, ‘at each bivouac, large graves were dug to bury the dead’.43 It is worth remembering ‘that collective burial does not necessarily imply negligence in caring for the bodies’.44 César Lecat de Bazancourt – a historian of Napoleon III’s campaigns – also noted that in Gallipoli, ‘graves were quietly dug around the camps’.45 Bodies were buried in the earth and each received a measure of lime. Reverend Father Damas recalled that ‘on the heights of Kamiesch, a lime kiln [burned] constantly [. . .] largely in order to provide a way of speeding the decay of the rotting corpses which no doubt, under the harsh sun, brought infection and death’.46 Furthermore, in Varna the burials of ‘patients who died’ from cholera were taken care of by ‘the French divisions themselves’.47 Initially, these services were supposed to have been performed by ‘grave diggers and workers from the country’.48 But when it became impossible to recruit grave diggers from among the local populations, frightened by the risks this entailed, the commanding officer of each division had to arrange ‘urgently, in everyone’s interest, duty’ for burials.49

What were the burial methods? What type of grave was used?

Burial operations for corpses could, during mortality crises, be quite extensive. For example, on ‘31 July [1854] when the entire division arrived in Constan[a [. . .] 1,800 cholera victims awaited their turn to board the steam frigates; [it was at that time] that 1,200 corpses were placed in graves dug around this area’.50 The technical process followed for these burials complied with a regulatory practice, as indicated by Chenu: not only were ‘corpses to be covered by a metre of earth’, but also ‘a layer of quicklime was to be placed on [them]’51 This practice of accelerating the decaying of the bodies went against the cultural revolution then taking place in civil cemeteries in France. Indeed, ‘any solution that involved activating or accelerating the putrefaction of bodies became unthinkable in public opinion’.52 But these
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were prophylactic measures taken to protect the living in an epidemic situation. The concern for hygiene, however, did not stop infected bodies, corpses that were potentially contagious, from being buried close to where soldiers lived. To understand this paradox, it should be remembered that ‘until the 1870s, Pasteur’s doctrine had not yet been recognised [even though already] connections were being made between water and epidemics’. It was a balancing act in uncertain times. A more definitive explanation can be found by taking a more cultural approach.

The close proximity between burial sites and combat locations, barracks and where soldiers were billeted and cared for, which, beginning with the Crimean War, was documented, certainly foreshadowed the situation in the trenches from 1914–18. It reveals that in times of war the dead and the living coexist and share the same spaces, without a clear physical line of separation. In Crimea, the living soldiers did not avoid the dead, even if they had died of a contagious disease. One may venture to think that, in the end, the break that Capdevila and Voldman indicate occurred during the First World War, which was itself characterised by ‘an rapprochement at the cultural level between those who were still alive and the bodies of those who had died’ following ‘the end of the nineteenth century [when] people’s attitudes changed and they turned away from the presence of death in the world of the living, which they had been used to until then; can simply be explained by the separate dynamics at play in ordinary death and in death caused by war.’

For officers, burials were most often individual: ‘A plot surrounded by walls served as a cemetery. Each officer had their own grave; soldiers lay together in large common graves.’ This distinction between how officers and soldiers were treated was part of a long-established practice: already under the First Empire, ‘officers generally received special treatment’. However, individual burials for non-commissioned soldiers were noted in Crimea, and at times they were for those who had died of cholera. The process was already underway that would lead to a rejection of collective military burials in the 1870s. Aside from this question, we can document (without dating it) a significant anthropological break with a practice which for centuries had meant that ‘mortuary rituals had been discarded due to the urgency to deal with many potentially dangerous corpses’. For example, the rifleman Gesta, like his friend Eymat, was buried in the Traktir camp on 23 December 1855 in the cemetery of the 1st division. Four of his comrades, along with the lieutenant commanding the company, assisted in the burial. There was a clear desire to provide a brother in arms with a dignified burial that combined ‘the intentionality of the burial and a desire to conduct funeral rites’. This practice of extending individual burials to non-commissioned soldiers thus counters the claim that ‘combatants only rarely had individual graves’ before the First World War. It would seem, with the evidence of the example of Crimea, that the individualisation of graves depended much more on quantitative uncertainties, that is, the volume of corpses to be buried, rather than on just the social status of the soldiers themselves.

Cemeteries filled too quickly

The massive and almost uninterrupted flow of cholera-infected corpses required, from the start of the conflict, that the spaces planned for burial be enlarged in
the areas surrounding French hospitals and field hospitals, or close to billeting areas. In November 1854 the commander of the Belle Poule, in a letter sent to the vice-admiral commander-in-chief of the Black Sea squadron, was worried that the ‘cemetery [of the navy in Beicos was] absolutely insufficent and would soon be filled’. This request, sent to the French chargé d’affaires, M. Benedetti, in Constantinople on 26 November, was, in addition to the issue of filling up the allocated space, based on an argument concerning the impracticality of these transports more than once a day (at the moment, in the hospital there are four bodies to be buried); [...] in addition to this consideration is the steeply sloped terrain of the current cemetery such that when it rains, the earth dug up by my shovels and carried away by the water leaves the caskets exposed, which also, aside from the distressing inconvenience, results in a high level of infection.’ The chargé d’affaires then had to request a new concession from the Ottoman government, close to the navy hospital on the coast of Europe. We can see, then, that the installation and extension of military cemeteries in the East required tense diplomatic negotiations between French representatives and their local counterparts. These negotiations did not end with the ending of the conflict and the departure of the expeditionary force. When French forces left the theatres of operation they left their dead behind, but did not abandon them. The 1856 Treaty of Paris, which ended the Crimean War, provided for the preservation of the cemeteries in Crimea. On 30 May 1856, when Yevpatoria was returned to the Russians, ‘Orders were given to enclose our cemeteries with dry stone walls and to raise or repair the graves. Cemeteries on the edges of the camp had to be transformed from what may have been closer to morgue stations, into long-term grave sites.’ Diplomats then took up the baton from their military counterparts. For example, a letter of 10 August 1856 documents the key role that the vice-consul of France in Gallipoli played ‘for the prompt execution’ of the construction of the French cemetery’s outer walls. The walls were supposed to have been built with materials left behind by the French army, but they were insufficient. As a result, steps needed to be taken with the Ottoman authorities to gather ‘some of the materials from walls [which belonged to them], currently in ruin, [which] would suffice for all of the military cemetery’s outer walls.’ Negotiations dragged on even as the vice-consul continued his efforts, noting bitterly on 14 October 1856 that while the work on the British cemetery had been approved by the Ottoman governor, the French cemetery file was still suspended. On 28 December 1856 he had not given up on recovering the stones from the French military hospital walls and paved areas, in spite of the efforts of the Gallipoli customs officer to seize this resource for his personal business. In the same letter, the vice-consul also spoke of his difficulties in preserving the integrity of the ‘markers raised up on the graves [which] were constantly destroyed by pillaging,’ since the Ottoman governor of Gallipoli could not ‘post men’ to watch over the cemetery. The French attention to ensuring that the remains of the soldiers who fell in Crimea were left undisturbed thus did not end with the Treaty of Paris and the departure of the French troops. Some of their flesh and bones were grouped together for several years after the end of the conflict, in common graves by unit, in the French cemetery in Sevastopol (built between 1870 and 1880).
Immediately remembering the dead fallen on the front lines of cholera: collections, monuments of memory

Whether the bodies of cholera victims who died on the Eastern front were buried in the earth or disappeared into the deep, the living immediately took collective actions to remember the soldiers who had fallen victim to epidemics. These actions crystallised especially around collecting funds to build memorial spaces, assist cholera victims financially or contribute to supporting a charitable institution: ‘Collections are always seen as collective and solemn gestures that pay homage to the deceased.’73 In spring 1855 the French–English expeditionary force collected a fund in memory of the victims of cholera, and the soldiers and sailors from the two nations were asked to contribute.74 In May 1855 this resulted in the inauguration in Athens of a monument to the memory of the victims of the scourge: it is an obelisk in white marble bearing a dual inscription in French and English that recalls the number of leaders and the numbers of the regiments so cruelly decimated.75 The iron fence that encircles the monument is cared for by France’s Ministry of the Navy.76 The inauguration was an opportunity to gather ‘the entire French–English expeditionary force, officers of every rank and sailors from the division’.77 The ceremony included a mass for the dead, a blessing and a parade of troops ‘in front of the French Ambassador and the commanding officers positioned close to the monument situated on a fairly elevated headland overlooking the Phaleron plain’.78 It celebrated the memory of those soldiers who had fallen victim to cholera and who were laid to rest in the East.

The exceptional return of the bodies of cholera patients to France

The regulatory framework for the repatriation of the deceased

When death occurs far from the home country, on foreign seas or lands, or in the colonies, there may be a question as to the appropriateness of repatriating the remains of the deceased. In the case of France, specific regulations applied. Instructions dated 20 September 1855, for example, regulated the conditions ‘for the burial and transport to France of the remains of persons who died in Algeria and/or in foreign countries subject to military rule by French occupation’.79 This procedure could be begun when families requested it (art. 1), and was ruled on by a ‘military official’ (art. 2).80 When a positive decision was given, doctors and military health officers were then responsible for conducting the exhumation (art. 3).81 The exhumed body would be placed in a lead casket within an exterior oak casket (art. 4).82 The human remains inside these two caskets were covered ‘by a mixture composed in equal parts of dried sawdust and zinc sulphate to fill the coffin’ (art. 5).83 Once sealed, the casket was then delivered to the family, who were responsible for arranging ‘with the captain of a commercial ship that the casket be loaded and transported to France’ (art. 6).84 This request was made to the relevant departments for the deceased (Ministry of the Navy and the Colonies, Ministry of War). Transport costs were the family’s responsibility.85 Ten copies of this regulation were sent to the Ministry of the Navy by the Ministry of War on 29 October 1855, in order to ensure the widest possible distribution.86
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The return of the remains of heroic leaders of the Crimean War: Marshal Saint-Arnaud and Admiral Bruat

A few exceptional cases were not subject to the regular burial rules in place. These involved high-level persons who had died of cholera in the East. True heralds of the Crimean War, their remains could not be left far away from France. The transport and return of their remains were an opportunity to celebrate their individual glory as well as that of the young political regime of Napoleon III. Thus, ‘on 29 September [1854] at 10 AM, sailors from the Berthollet arrived to take the dying Marshal Saint-Arnaud to transport him to their ship and settle him in a well-ventilated cabin. As the ship was sailing to Constantinople, the marshal died in the afternoon.’

The French chargé d'affaires in Constantinople announced the death to his successor, General Canrobert, on 1 October. The marshal's remains were then left in the ‘embassy chapel’, where his body was embalmed before returning to France by sea. The remains left Constantinople on 4 October 1854 for Marseilles, ‘in accordance with the orders of General Canrobert.’ A funeral procession across the Mediterranean then accompanied the marshal's dead body. As François Maspéro summarises it: ‘In every port, the cannons thundered.’ Indeed, the passage of the Berthollet into the Sea of Marmara was saluted by nineteen cannon shots from the batteries of the Bosporus.

Once the marshal's casket arrived in Paris on 16 November, in accordance with the orders of the emperor, it was placed in the vaults of the Hôtel des Invalides following a majestic ceremony. The state covered the cost of the state funeral, based on the provisions established by the Prince-President in 1852 to charge the ‘costs for funerals of marshals’ to the Ministry of War budget. These provisions had been put forward by his Minister of War at the time, the Marshal Saint-Arnaud himself. The ceremony, for its part, followed an exact programme which, in addition to the route taken by the procession (from the Rue de Lyon to the Esplanade des Invalides), regulated the music and military escort that accompanied the marshal to his final resting place.

An eloquent account of the ceremony can be found in the memoirs of the soldier Pierre Bouhourt.

Shortly thereafter, the splendour of the return of Saint-Arnaud's remains gave way to a harsher reality. Before the vault was permanently sealed, it was noticed that ‘the body, instead of being embalmed and enclosed in a lead casket [in accordance with the regulation and custom], had been simply placed in a bath of wine spirits and then in a zinc coffin enclosed within a wood casket that was much too large.’ Aside from the risk of infection, which was certainly a part of the handling and moving of the remains of a cholera victim over close to 3,500 km first by boat, then by train and finally in a hearse, this case clearly reveals that it was difficult to find a lead casket on Ottoman soil in the short period of time between the death of the marshal and the departure of his remains to France. Very quickly, then, the Parisian funeral administration tried to rectify the situation, which presented a risk for its staff: ‘A plumber was immediately sent to the vault for this purpose [who began by soldering a lead cap on the cork placed on the cover of the zinc casket]. Only then was the zinc casket placed in a ‘lead casket that was itself contained in another oak casket.’ The remains of Marshal Saint-Arnaud are thus resting in a triple sarcophagus.
A similar post-mortem triumph followed the return of the remains of Admiral Bruat to France. Among the sailors who died from cholera during the Crimean campaign, Admiral Bruat was the highest-ranking victim: 'Struck by cholera, our admiral died after a few hours of horrible suffering.' He died at sea on 19 November 1855 and 'the Montebello, in mourning, brought his remains back to Toulon.' As indicated by Auguste Marroin, the chief navy medical officer in Crimea, while his death certainly prevented him 'from being lauded as a victor' during his life, his remains received the honours due to a 'commander [who had demonstrated] so many strong qualities.' The funeral honours he received followed the instructions in the order of 31 October 1827. When news of his death reached Toulon, it was decided to 'hold a funeral and religious ceremony on land with the costs borne by the navy.' Upon the decision of the maritime prefect of Toulon, orders were given for his remains to be returned on a vessel that 'would fly the flags of the admiral at half-mast, as well as the national colours' (art. 1). On 5 December 1855, the assumed date when the Montebello would arrive in the bay of Toulon, the plan was to have the body leave the vessel and be placed 'in the Admiral's boat' with the 'general staff and the chief chaplain' on board (art. 5). A procession of boats was to accompany the admiral’s final naval voyage to the port of Toulon before his body was placed in a cenotaph ‘put in the arsenal across from the clock tower’ (art. 7). After a ceremony conducted according to articles 8 to 14, the body of Admiral Bruat was to be ‘loaded and transported on board the Primauguet’ (art. 14). These provisions were implemented ‘on 5 December [when] the Montebello dropped anchor in the port of Toulon where it was bringing the remains of the former commander-in-chief of the French flotilla.’ The voyage of the admiral's body ended like that of Marshal Saint-Arnaud, under the cupola of the Hôtel des Invalides in Paris: 'After the first funeral ceremonies in Toulon, the body was transported to Paris, where the government honoured it with the glorious and well-deserved funeral at Les Invalides.' The cholera-infected bodies of Saint-Arnaud and Bruat, killed in the whirlwind of epidemics, were received with the same consideration shown to the great French officers who had died with their weapons drawn., Their reception at Les Invalides was a mark of the country's recognition both of their service to the Second Empire and of the life they had sacrificed on the Eastern front. Being killed by cholera rather than by a shell did not in any way diminish their greatness.

Conclusion

This study sought to document how funerals were handled during an epidemic in the midst of war. At the intersection of these two crises, the aim was to understand, in addition to the experience of dying and death, how, in the mid-nineteenth century, corpses with two overlapping characteristics – dying for one's country far from France and succumbing to an epidemic disease – were treated. In periods of mass death, these remains were first examined during a post-mortem consultation, sometimes by an autopsy. The causes of death were verified, which contributed to the knowledge of a disease whose microbial agent was as yet unknown to doctors. Once
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they were returned from medical science, the corpses were buried in accordance with a regulatory framework and practice that corresponded both with the customs of the time and the constraints imposed by military operations. In the kaleidoscope of circumstances surrounding the deaths of cholera victims, there were a range of funeral situations (burial at sea, collective graves, individual graves) that need to be viewed in relation to dynamics that played out over a longer term. The slaughter caused by cholera thus contributed to growing tensions related to burial sites. Efforts to establish and expand such sites in foreign lands required firm negotiations with local authorities. These dealings provided the outlines for genuine funeral diplomacy. The memory of those who had died from cholera – who were heroes of the epidemic furore, just like their comrades who fell under enemy fire – is inscribed at the very sites where these massacres took place, through monuments erected in their memory and the absence of discrimination based on the cause of death. Their inclusion in the national French military undertaking reached its height with the return of the cholera-infected remains of Marshal Saint-Arnaud and Admiral Bruat. The forms of farewell to these two leaders, in addition to being part of a historical continuity (these forms were followed, most notably, when the ashes of Napoleon I were returned), were also used to legitimise the policy of a new regime and fore-shadowed the changes that were to come to public, individual and collective funerals for military servicemen who died in war. The funerary handling of the corpses of cholera victims in Crimea brings together, within the same time period (when it was materially possible), funeral rites and the establishment of a collective memory of epidemics. In so doing, it mitigated the past practice of excluding persons who had died from an epidemic. Better still, these diseased bodies received a triumphant welcome upon their return to France and made it impossible for death by an epidemic disease to efface military glory.
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Translated from French and edited by Cadenza Academic Translations.
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